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FOREWORD
This study of the newspaper in the high schools of the
state ot Utah came about as an answer
needs.

to

the author's own

Like many other sohool newspaper advisers, he had'

been asked by h1s principal to be respons1ble tor the school
publication, and not having had any ,previous experience, he
wondered What other schools over the state

w~re

What sound eduoational prInciples would suggest.

do ins , and
This thesis

problem offered an excellent opportunIty to find out.
Following the formulation of the problem, a reading
program was outlined to discover the eduoatlonalprlnclples
and a

questlonn~1reprepared

and sent to all the high schools

in the state .'f;,o determine the practIces.

It!ls trom rather

extensive reading in the field of high school journalism and
the results of the questionnaire, together with a perusal of
the newspapers themselves that have furnished the material for
this thes1s.

The author wishes herew1th to acknowledge the valuable
assistance given h1m by Dr. E. A. Jacobsen, Dean of the
School of Education at Utah State Agr1cultural College, and
Dr. King Hendricks of the English Department without whose
encouragement and helpful suggestions this paper would never
-have been written.

Greatful acknowledgment 1s also tendered

the principals and newspaper adv1sers of the state who took
from their va.luable time to a.nswer the- questionnaire.'

In attempting this study the author W8S8.Ware that many
problems were common to high school newspapers every

where~
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Campbellts national survey of high school johrnalism, completed
reoentlY. and published in a recent issue of School Review,
showed the following obstacles most frequently listed in 61,
questionnaires:

Few had adequate headquarte:rs; few had a.de-

quate typewriters; and
reference.

f.8W

had adequate books fo"r teaching

Absence of visual aids were also listed as a handi-

cap in a large majority of the questionnaires.
A study of eight states showed the following results:
269 advisers lacked typewrIters, 207 lacked headquarters,

256 lacked cabinet space, 200 reported poor print1ng facil1ties,
383 reported insufficient t1me, 294 lacked fUnds, 149 complained
of unsatisfactory schedules.

Lack of correlation with the

English department and journalism classes was a oommon complaint; lack of cooperation and evidenoe ot enthusiasm on the
part of classes, colleagues and communities, also showed up
regularly in the questionnaire.
G1llespie

fo~d

these

d1t~lculties

Journalistic Praotioes in Small
States:

in her Survey 2!

li13h Schools in lS! United

insufficient t1me on the part of thestatf, meeting

the deadlIne, stale newe, poor selection ot material, poor

wrIting, lack of interest of staff, limitation of oommercial
print shop, poor editing, disinterest of faculty, oensorship,
lack of cooperat1onwlth commercial students, laok of typewriters, small enrollment, no journal1sm class, inaocuracy in
report1ng, lack of dependability, cuts too

~xpens1ve,

diffioul-

ties in giving value to the advertiser, accuracy of measuring
copy, narrow point of view, poorly written copy, poor typing,
and. problems of publication such as poor mimeographing.

Too

-3many extra-curricular activities, limIted funds, lack of
interest in journalism, subjective point ot view, poorly
trained art editors, 'and too many oommuting students al'so were

in evidence.

These recommendations were made by one author for
improvement in publIcations:
of the

sheet-~avold

(1) more uniformity 10 the size

the extremes of the very large or the very

small paper--use a medium s1zed page and increase the number
of pages

tameet the needs ot unusual issues: (2) small

schools should strive to decrease the space devoted in their
papers to advertising, the paper should be prImarIly a news
paper for the publio1ty of school activities and interests

and only secondarllY'a medium for the commercial interests of

the community; (3)

a~range

and organize the subject matter of

the papers--assign a place, a position, to eaoh department and
a feature sect1on--convert one of the last pages

i~to

a sports

page, and confine all athletic news to that page, conduct a
humor oolumn instead of scattered humorous items; (4) weekly
papers may be so managed as to serve the purposes of newspapers and magazInes, perlodlcally--perhaps· every fourth week-the paper may oontain an extra sheet--the magazine seot1on;

(5) a faculty member who supervises the work should be responsible tor eaoh publication; (6) affiliation with, or memberships in, press assooiations stimulate the spirit of wholesome

competition; (7)ln order to be assured of the largest possible
oirculation, the subscrIption price should be reduoed to a
minimum determined, of course, by' the frequency of publioation
and looal oonditions.

-4IN TRODUO TION
Man haa always been interested 1n what 1s tak1ng place
around him and has always ma1ntained a deep curiosity in
places and people distant from him.

Before the advent of the

printed page, the traveler bore news of distant lands.

The

bards and scops of medieval Europe were purveyers of news as
they travelled from cas,tIe to castle.

These people early

learned what have become, to a greater or leeser degree, the
traditions of journa.lism:

flrlrst, arouse curiosity; second,

satisfy ouriosity; third, 'if you can't be aocurate, be as
accurate as you can;' fourth, above all, be lnterestlng.ul
The town crier in England and America fulfilled this need at
a later date.
The earliest newspaper, called the Ching Pao, dates
ba.ck to China about 700-A.D.

The first regular daily paper

appeared around 1457 in ,Germany, but was issued irregularly.
It was not until 1498, that a regular newspaper was established,
and two years later the first daily newspaper appeared in
Frankfort, Germany.
The modern newspaper dates back to Elizabethan England.
It first appeared around 1621, as a hand-written letter containing the gossip pioked up in 'the taverns and streets of
London and oirculated to a few known subscribers.

It con-

tlnued 1n its pr1nted form as a newsbook or sheet of intelliI
I

gence-~a

purveyor of political gosslp--ln the face of much

opposition and governmental persecution.
1.

A Students' Journalism Laboratory.
New York, 1938.

Thomas Nelson & Sons,

-5Toward the latter part ot the seventeenth century the
newsbook and newsletter gave way to the Gazette, whioh resembled more the newspaper of today.
The suppression of Cromwell and Charles II finally gave

way before the end ·ot the century, and the liberty of the
preas made possible the modern newspaper. 2
The news letter found its way to America abo,ut 1690,
when Benjamin Harris, atter having been sent away from England
for writing too plainly ooncerning certain English offioials,
set up his Public Occurrences,

~

Foreign and Domestiok.

This paper was short lived, for the governor of Massachusetts
forbid its publication twenty-four hours after its initial
opening.
The first regular paper was the Boston News-Letter, a
weekly, established in 1704, by John Campbell.

There followed

the Boston Gazette and the American Weekly Mercury in 1719,
the

~

England Oourant ln1721, and the Pennsylvania Gazette

established in 1729·, by Benjamin Franklin and cont1nued to
the present as ~ Saturday Evening Post. 3
Although America oan claim'no oredit for the origination
of the newspaper, certainly her 1nfluenoe has been felt in
the development of its modern version.

Page make-up, adver-

tising, the terse headline, variety in contents, photography,
the pioture page, the large Sunday edition, together with the
tabloid are some of the typioal Amerioan developments in the
modern newspaper.

.2!. English Literature. Vol. VII,
3. Otto and Marye, Journalism !2£ High Schools, Harcourt
2.

The Cambridge Hi.story
PP. 389-415.

Bra.ce & Co., Ch. 9, and Greenawa.lt, a Students' Journalism
Laboratory. Thomas Nelson & Sons, New York, 19;8, Ch. 2.
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The

newspaper has exerted a powerful force in the world

either for good or for evil.

It has promoted education

throughout the world, since people everywhere have an urge
to read tor themselves the news of the day.
History 2t

Eng~1sh

The Cambr1dge

Literature says ot these early newspapers:

tlThere was even a public ready for the news
writer. Howell in his Familiar Letters tells that
the ploughman,- the cobbler and the porter would
spare no effort to eduoate their ohildren, and the
records of the University ot Ca.mbridge show numerous
instances of the sons of husbandmen-being entered as
stUdents. Dr.' Johnson charaoterized English common
folk as more educated, politically, than the people
of other countries, and this because of the popularity of newspapers. tl4
Its persistent fight against supreseion has made the
newspaper a great influence in pOintIng out and oorrecting
political corruptness.

In waging its own fight tor freedom,

it has promoted and protected the other treedoms of our
democracy.

It has tended to unify public opinion and, in

, most cases, has pr?IDoted a better understanding between men
and nations.
On the other hand, 1t has been used by ruthle,ss lndi vlduale to spread talse propaganda, to enslave mankInd, and to
promote m1!understandlng.
In their efforts to fit the curriculum into life sltuatione, it 1s little wonder that the schools should recognize
the opportunities for education, advertisement, and selfexpression 1n the newspaper.

4.

5.

Edward H. Redford5 places the

The Cambridge History 2f English Literatur~,Vol. XIV,
PP. 185.
E. H. Redford,.Phi1.oS0phy l2t H7~-SChoOl Journalism.
Sch. & Soc. 51. 83~6, Jan. 20,
o.

-7first high school newspaper as early as 1830, but not much
was done in this field before 1910, and its greatest growth
has ocourred since 1926.
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PART I
REVIEw OF THE LITERATURE

AND A DISCUSSION OF THE CRITERIA IN SCHOOL NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION

It is not intended that this paper be an exhaustive
study of journalism in the Utah high schools.

It, is intended

that it open up the field and perhaps point the way for further

study.

Very ,little has been done, for instance, in the history
of high sOhool journalism in Utah. 1 Very little has been done
in this study on the appraisal of papers; only the most general observations have been made.

A great deal has depended

on the judgment of adVisers, and advisers, like all other human

.

beings, differ in po1nt of view and understanding.
Following the introduction, Which pointed out very
briefly the growth of journalism a.nd the opportunities it

0,

has presented to schools, this study oontains a review ot

the literature brought together to formulate a set of oriteria
by which to evaluate, if poss1ble, the pra.ctlcesin the high

schools of the state of Utah.

Following this, a summary of

this set oi- oriteria is provided and the problems of this

study outlined.

1.

In Utah the earliest reported sohool newspaper was begun
in 1898. The next earliest date or beginning was'-1912-three sohoo1s indicated this date'. One paper began in
1913; two in 1915. one each 1n 1916,1917, and 1919;
and two began in 1920. Two sohools reported their
newspaper began in 1921 and 1923; two others in 1925;
one each in 1926 and 1927; four in 1930; one each in
1933 and 1935. The largest number began in 1936. Seven
schools claimed thie birthday. Four papers had their
begirining in 1937; two in 1938; two in 1939; and two
had their beg1nning in 1940. Although 39 percent of
these high school newspapers had their beginning prior
to 1926, our gr~atest development has aome since that
time.

.-9-

Next a discussion of the data gathered from the questlonnalr~

attempts to give a picture of the practices in publishing

the school newspaper.in the state.

Throughout this disoussion

attempts are made to evaluate these practices in the terms ot
these criteria.
The data for this paper were collected during 1941 and
1942.

Since this time, the war has lnterferred, and it is

quite poss1ble, because of advancedfcosts, crowded curriculums,
and the loss of many trained teaohers, that publications have
been considerably modified.
In this treatment of the newspaper Inthe high schools

ot the state of Utah, we shall first consider:

What are the

best practices according to author1ties' in the field, and to

what extent do the practices in the hIgh schools of the state
conform.
A study of high" school publicat10ns would, in any given

region, reveal wide diversifioation.
tradition publish only an

annual~

Some schools becaUse of

some pub11sh only the news-

paper with special editions at Christmas and graduation in
place of the yearbook.

Others publish both.

In still other

schools, in addition to the newspaper and the annual, the
handbook and magazine "are also published.

In some, the news-

paper is printed, while 1n others it 1s mimeographed.

What

then, are the be.st practices in this -matter ot publications?
Obviously there is no one practice to suit a.ll conditions.
The small school with meager faoilities cannot hope to foster
the extensive program ot publications possible in the large

high school with ideal_facilities to carry its program.
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Only the most general rules can be laid down to measure the
practices in the high schools of the state.

Against these

rules must be weighed the size of sohool, number of teachers,
available funds, time, talent, and qualifioations of advisers.
The larger school, other thlngsbeing equal, will have
more money for equipment, and, publishing the paper on a
larger scale" will effect economies whioh are not possible
in the

sma~.l

school.

The larger school will likewise permit

wider select10n in staffing the publioations and prov1ding

advisers

r~r

them.

Time for pub11shing will be largely what

the prinoipal will allow and may not necessarily be shorter
in the small school.
First Prinoiple
One Prinoiple whioh it would seem to be safe to adopt
lsthat the publioations should fit the needs of the students,
the school, and thecommun,ity, a.nd should. be the result of a

survey of all three.
Fretwell says or this type of publication:

"The present tendency 1s for ea.ch school to
issue a newspaper and a handbook. At the present
time, (1927) if a school, especially if it be a
school west of the Allegheny Mountains, can ha.ve
only one publication, ·it is usually a newspaper.
The traditional annual, or yearbook, is str.ongly
·entrenched, but in some progressive schools it 1s
giving way to a specia.l edition of the school
newspaper. The monthly magazine, part literary,
part news, it it exists a.t all, is giving up its
dual role and beooming either a newspaper, or if
the school has a newspaper, a literary magazlne. tl2

2.

Elbert.K. Fretwell, A Constructive PolicY!2£ fi!Sh
School Publications. Balletln of the National Association
at Seoondary-School-Principals. Maroh 1927, p. 111.
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In answer to the quest1on--what is the most practioal
school publlcatlon?--A. C. Cooper, after extensive research
ooncludes:

"the newspaper, because it has the wider

clrcula~

tion and gives the greater values."3
Harold Spears, in hIs study of present tendencies, and
practices in publicat1ons, maintains. that the present tendency is away from the annual and magazine and toward the
newspaper and handbook.

Special editions ot the newspaper

are replacing the annual. 4
Seoond Principle

Beoause of its universality of appeal; because of the
wider opportunities for student part1cipatlpn; because of
its ability to advertise the school; because of its potential
possibIlities in linking the school to the oommunity, it would
seem to be another pr1noiple of publications that the school
newspaper is the most worth while publication for the high
school to sponser.
Third Prinoiple
Shall this newspaper then be mImeographed or printed?
Again we may cite Fretwell:
"For those schools that mimeograph their paper
of publish it in the town paper, (the cost ls) practioally nothing 1n money, but such sohools lose the
thr1ll, the aclveriture, of issuing a real paper. u5

3.
4.
5.

"What 1s the Most Praotical Sch90l PublIcation?" Nation's
Schools, 9:82, January, 1932.
"High Sohool Journalism". Junior and Senior !!!sh School
Clearl~ House. 6:89-92, October 1931.
Fretwe 1. QR.o1t.
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However, the mimeographed paper, because of its educational
opportunities has much to recommend it.

The opportunity to

do a really correlated job throughout the entire process-gathering news, designing covers, illustrating, lettering,
planning make up, stencilling, and mimeogra.phing can hardly
be equalled in the printed paper.
our first principle:

Here again we may apply

That the paper be suited to the needs

of the students, the school, and the community.
As Fretwell says, the cost is considerably less, although,
by no means negligible.
Should this activity then, be extra-curricular or curricular?

Galen Jones in his Extra Curricular Activities and the

Curriculum differentiates between curriculum and extra-curriculum in the following manner:
"The regular curriculum in American secondary
schools is, as McClelland observes, an organized
series of courses of study consisting primarily of
subject matter ·which, it is presumed, will achieve
the outcomes sought by the school, adapted to classroom procedure and approved by school authorities.
Further, that it be placed on the regular schedule and
receive credit toward graduation. By definition, an
extra-curricular activity is one which is not on the
regular schedule, for which no credit leading toward
graduation is given, and for which there is no prescribed course of study.ff 6
In his study of stUdent participation on the newspaper
when conducted on an extra-curricular basis as compared with
a curricular basis, he reports the following:
nIt is clear, then, that secondary schools which
have placed the newspaper on a curricular basis are,
on the average, giving the experience of newspaper

6.

Galen Jones, Extra-Curricular Activities and the Curriculum.
p. 56.

training to significantly larger proportions of
their student groups than are those which st1l1 administer it as extra-currioular."7
Jones further asserts that when the newspaper- was introduced in the schools (mostly during the twenties), only onefifth of the schools assigned it a place in the curriculum
where in his study of 1934, one-hair of the schools had
assigned it a plaoe in the currioulum.
Mary Ann Gillespie, in a study of 45 high schools having
journalism classes, found that 24 published their papers as
currioular activities; 14 as extra-currioular activities; and
7, both ourrioular and extra-curr1oular. 8
The conolusions

of

C. M. Hill and G. L. Snyder in a

study of California school newspapers in 1930, also bear out
the trend in favor of journalism as a curricular act1vity.·
These men say:

"Journalism, coming into our schools as

curricular has now beoome curr1cular. t1 9

Fourth Prino1ple
The testimony would seem to be Inf'avor of gIving the
school newspaper curriculUm status with a definite trend

•••••••

• ••

be held to?

-

-

"bat qualifications should

By What method should they be chosen? -Vfuat type

of advisorshlp should be chosen and how many?·. What in general

should be the nature of the supervision?

7.

8.

9.

.!£.!g. p. 48.

(

.....-' .".
.: ...
••••• • •••
....: •.••••
.....
.. .. ..
.......'.:.
.:...
....

What, then, should be the organization of this activity?
How many shQuld the staff include?

..

•'
•

over the country in this direction.

:i

.....

•••••
•••••
•••••

extra~

Mary Ann Gillespie, A Survey 2! Journalistic Practices In
Small High Schools in the United States. Syracuse University.
"Currioulum and Extra-Curriculum of Journalism in Secondary
Schools." School Review, 38:585-97. Ootober, 1930.

-14If the newspaper 1s a genuine educational organ, then it
would seem logical that the greatest number of students tak1ng
part would be the most desirable practioe.
Some schoo1s have taken this point of view to the extent
that a new staff

ha~

produced each ed1t1on of the paper.

Some

_others make it a relatively closed order, the advisor selecting the personnel and rather rigidly censoring the material to

be printed.

The first method, although it allows for wide

participation, oannot but tend to sacrifioe quality in the
paper.

The second method, at the other extreme, would realize

a maximum of effioiency, but might allow tor only a minimum of
student partioipa.tion.
In a discussion of the edueational values of.Journalism,
the report of a commission of the National Council of the
Teachers of English, 1935, has this to say:
"The h1gh school news course presents a. field
of EnglIsh expression paralle11ng lite situations
. to an unusual degree, with ample room for adaptation
to individual needs and differences. The news
office furnishes a laboratory, the school newspaper
a medium of expression, the students and the oommunity
an audience, sohoo~ events and 1nterests live subjeot
matter. Thus, the newspaper enterprise comprises all
the essential condit1ons of learning. The instructor
makes learning faster and more certain by introducing
information and principles of writing and editing at
the time when the students realize their need. And
the tra.in1ng goes beyond mere rhetori.c and the· mastery
of language; the members of the newspaper staff, from
cub reporter to editor, must exercise in1tiative, tact,
accuracy, judgment, insight, and impartiality, as well
as linguistic skills. Such aoourse deserves its
increasing popularlty."9

Grant M. Hyde maintains:
·"The_beneflts to be attalnedby a student publi-

. 9.

~

Experience Ourriculumin English. Ch. 24, p. 282.
Appleton Century, New York.

-15cation are obvious; it iea great stimuluB to eager
student writing, it molds and develops school and
college spirit, 1t increases community and public
interest in the school, it gives excellent business
and vocational training of a certain kind to students
on the staff. Chief among these is the enthusiastio
interest in writing that it tosters among students,
and this should be kept constantly in the forefront. tllO
E. K. Fretwell issues this ohallenge to the_ sohool,
newspaper:
ftThe school i8_ an educational institut1on, and
if the-production of the paper is not a real eduoative
experience for the group producing it, and to a' lesser
extent for th~ whole school, the paper has no plaoe in
the school. tt11

Others have added-their lists to the educational values
of the

h~gh

sohool newspaper.

From 209 responses to her quest10nnaire concerning values

gained from publishing the newspaper, Miss Gillespie reports
the following in the order of their listings:
I'~iotl vatton of English, independence and ln1 tia.tlve, integration of school functions, better relations
with community, batter understanding of newspapers,
business train1ng, vocational training, aecuracy in
reporting newe, cooperation, extra-curricular activity
oompensations, originality, socia.lizing influences,
interest in ourrent reading, pleasure in aohievemen~,
voioe ot student opinion, conciseness in presenting
facts~ cultural values, more observant point of view,
development of sportsma~shlp, ability to pierce below
the surface of things. If ,2

F1fth Principle

From these stud1es we may conclude

that there are very

definite educational possibilities in the newspaper experience--

that the publication of the newspaper should allow for the widest
10.
ll~

12.

Grant M.Hyde, Journalistic Writing.
Co., New York, 1922.
Fretwell, 2e.c1t. p. 103.
Gillespie, 2n.c1t.

Appleton Century
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participation without sacrificing too greatly the quality
of the paper.

There 1s also the possibility that too wide

participation may scatter too thinly the experienoe to do
anyone much good.

Here again oond1tions at hand will have

to determine what is the wisest course.

Certainly a study of

Journalism in which the fundamentals of newspaper writing and
reading are taught should be conduoted a.s al'ther an 1ndepen-

dent olass or as part of the English program.

Most textbook

companies' hav,e reoognized thfs opportunity and have included
fair courses in journalism in one of their high sohool series.
SIxth Prlnciole
Perhaps no other activity otfers eo oomplete an oppor-

tunity for correlation with all departments.

The English

department participates m,ost extensively by way ot wri ting
and proof reading the news editorials, features, and adver-

tisements.

Learning to read and evaluate the

,~ewspaper

is

also an important correlation with the English program.
Typing COPI"solio1ting advertisement, and taking care of
thebookkeeplngand auditIng can well be accomplished through
the commercial department.

The art department may well assume

responsibility for the lettering, illustrating, and cartoon-.
lng.

To a lesser degree, other departments may partioipate

1n the school newspaper by contributing news arid adding variety
to the publioat1on.

Seventh Principle
It is diffioult to say what 1s the ideal staff organiza-

tion, for here. again" conditions will decide the issue.

But

-.17in a study of lOOrepresentatlve high schooleof the nation

by Otto and Marya, the following peroentages were tabulated
relative to the editorial staff:l~
Position

Percentage of.Sohools Listing

Managing Editor

18

54

Editor in Chief (with assistant)
One Editor in Chief (no assistant)
Two Editors having equal authority
Sports Ed1tor
Assistant Sports Editor

28
6

Sports Editor
News Editor

41

go

19

15

G~rl's

58
50

Exchange Editor
Feature Editor
L1terary Editor
Society Editor

20

Olub Editor
Column Editor

25

23
9

Make-up Editor

16

Copy Editor
Head Writers
Proof Readers .
Reporters
Typists·

10
10

10
60
33

Larger sohools will undoubtedly have larger staffs.

Cross and Carney assert:
tiThe starr should probably include with variations according to the size of school: a busln.ess
manager, an advertising manager, a ciroulation
manager, an editor, and the following assisting
editors: associate, make uP. news, sports, club,
exchange, and1feature, and a number of reporters
and typists. If 4
Eighth Principle

There are several methods by which this staff may be
chosen.

But since advisorshlp and general supervision figure

prom1nently, it might be well to see what may be considered

13.
14.

Otto and Marya. Journalism for ~ Schools. Harcourt
Brace and Company, New York, 1935. p. ~24.
Cross and Carney, Teaching English in High Schools,
Ph. e' M' CJ.lJl.
Uillan. Com~~a.I1
'-, ",., 'tT -',',....
-,.,. k·
."
.. .
-:. Ne'*··· yo·r,··· ~:' ".:' ;'9-39 ::. p': -..~.'. ," 1':'7'~' -:. . ""
.. .,.
--~ ..

: .. -- --.-

-'.'--'~-_

P
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•
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-
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good practice in these phases.

E. K. Fretwell strongly

advocates a Board of Publications to make the policies for
all publication, to insure their cooperation and to prevent
possible plrateerlng of advertising, runds, or stafr personnel.
"Such a board may be composed of the editors,
business managers, and advisors of all publications,
the head of the English department, the advisor of
boys, the advisor of girls, the director of extracurricular activities, the president of the studen
council, and the princ1pal or his representative. fI

t5

Ninth Principle
It would seem only log1cal that a teaoher trained in
journalism in college, or one with considerable experience
in newspaper work should be selected to supervise the publication.
McKown ma1ntains t,
"The sponsor, because of his experience and better
Judgment, acts as a oouncellor and advisor for the ,
publ1oation and not in anyway as a glorified editor or
manager of it. Naturally, he should be a, teacher who
knows publications and the making of them, who has a
good comprehension ot purposes 'and values, and is one
with whom they will cooperate."16
According to Dr. Fretwell and others, the advisers will
not number more than two, one for productIon of the paper,
and the other for business 'supervlser.

Oftener, one teacher

will supervise both production and business ends of, the paper.
There are several methods of select1ng the staff,

vary~

ing from apPointment by the advisor to popular election by
the stUdent body.

15.
16.

McKown lists three methods:

Fretwell. ~.~. P. 108.
McKown. Extra~Currlcu1ar Activities.

Har~y
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'.

1.

Popular election, which does not necessarIly mean
abil1ty to do the work, and 1s too often oolored
with,pol1tics, personalIties, and favoring ot friends
in the paper;

2.

Election by classes--senlors taking the most 1mpor-

ta.nt jobs, editor-in-chief, assistant editors, bUsi-

ness manager

an~

others, while juniors take the

lesser positions; (this has more to recommend since
the older students with more experience have the
, important positions.

3.. Appointment by the Board of Publications 1n whioh
-

"

students make applications whiohhave the approval
of from one to three teachers.

McKown, favors th1s

last method 'since it allows for more eareful ohoice
and takes into account the

q~a.llficatlons

of the

appllcants. 17
~

.' ,

tt
~.

I'

A variation ot ,the above plan three has oonsidera.ble
. merit.

In this plan, the el1g1bles are selected by an advis-

ory committee--whloh could well be the board of publicatIons-and then voted on by the student body.

Otto and.Marye make

the following oommenton this method:

"This method 1s the best beca.use· the students
recognize the neoessity of having a capable edlto.r,
still, if' they have had some choice in select1ru;t'h1m,
the editor, they feel 'closer. to their paper. HIS-·

Neither ot the above methods.'takes into aocount the
journalism class which should supply the candidates tor at
'least the major staff positions'in a correlated program.
17.~." p. 343~
18.- .,' Otto ,and Marye, 2l2.c1t. p:. 230 •. "
I
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Fretwell suggests:
"In those schools in which the paper grows out
ot the work in news, or newspaper writing, or journalism classes, the chief members of the starr, at least,
come trom present or vast members of the course. Some
schools mak.8 one term s work, frequently in the junior
or the first halt of the senior year, a prerequisite
for the membership on the staff. There is a growing
recognition of the necessity for all staff" appointments
to be made on 8 merlt basis with a fairly strict system
of promotions." l 9
Tenth

~

Eleventh PrInciples

Depending, then, on the pollcy ot the school, and whether
or not the sohool has a journalism class or its equivalent
in the English program, the staff should grow out ot the
journalism class, or-the class should be a prerequisite to
membership.

A merit system should, in any case be the basis
A "B" average ls required in some schools,

for membership.

and in others, applicants are given a writing test.

Further-

more, a better feeling may be maintained and closer cooperation with the

stud~nt

body result, it they eleot the officers

from an elIg1ble 11st.
Twelfth Prinoiple
The number of issues per year should be determined by
the needs of the sohool, the oommunity, and the stUdents.
In some

communiti~s,

not provided with oommunity papers, the

school may be the only source of communIty news.

Here the

" school may serve a. rea.l commun1ty need by publishing (probably
by m1meogra~h)

a school-oommunity paper once a week.' Where

the oommunity has a looal paper, school news of oommunity
interest may appear in each issue, and in the sohool paper

19.

Fretwell. 2Q.olt. p. Ill.
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once in two weeks.
'Miss Gillespie's study showed

~he

typical mimeographed

paper to be published weekly, whereas the "average of all
school: papers showed that the typical paper appeared every
two weeks.
In any'case,.the author teels that needs should be the
primary

oonsl~eration

school paper.

in determining the frequency of the

Of oourse these needs cannot 19notae practicali-

ties such as funds, facIlities, and talent.
Financ1ng the school paper is the most difficult hurdle
to take in the matter of publications.

It is probably the

reason why the paper appears 'monthly instead of weekly as
the dase may be; it 18 Why the paper is mimeographed instead
of printed; it may be the,reason why the paper 1s two pages
instead of four.

There are several ways at raising the nec-

essary funds for the publication.
first, and most widely used"

The most common are:

advertising; second, school

funds (student body allowance); thIrd, board of education
grant; fourth, student subscription.

or

course, any oombination ot methods may be used in

fInancing the school paper, but by and large, one of these
four plans will furnish the major portion of the funds and
will in some measure indicate thellght in which the pa.per is
regarded by the administration.

If the paper is regarded a.s

a curricular offerIng, the board of eduoation will vote money
to provide :the kind of paper it deems adequate.

If 1t takes

the plaoe o~ an extra~currlcular activity, student funds will

be allocated for this purpose along with athletics, publio
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speaking and dramatios.

If on the other hand, it is regarded

as 'a step ch1ld, it may be foreed to support itself by soliciting its own funds with or without an administrator's blessing.
The educational values cited in raising funds by so11c-

iting advertisements cannot be denied.

Meeting the business

men of the. community, presentIng arguments and sales ta..1ks,
~

writing advertisements, planning advertising page makeup.are
all real'educational undertakings.

However, in altogether too

many cases, the business men ot the community consIder the
money they spend in. this kind

o~

advertising charity, and the

ill will whioh 1s generated otten t1mes far outweighs the
. the good which oomes from it.

Some schools put considerable

pressure on business firms., such as, buy-from-those-firms-

whloh-support-your-actlvltles oampaigns.

This attitude

amounts to more ot a threat ot boycott than abuslness transaction.

Furthermore, the argument presenting the educational

values ·of financing the school paper through advertising,
.oarried to its 10g1ca1 conclusion, might well send athletics,

dramatics, publicspeaklng, and many other curricular and
extra-currlcularaotiv1tles to the public tor funds.
Again, it is altogether conceivable that such financial
support more or less enslaves the sohool and prevents its
being the free

inst1~ut~on

it is intended to be.

Cross and

.. Oarney take this atti tud-e~

tiThe question of how to. finance the paper has
always been diffioult to answer. Many methods have
been tried, but there is only one which has been
ideally satisfactory. In a few schools, the administration, feeling that the paper benefits not only
the staff, but the whole school and community, sets
aside in the budget each year, the amount necessary

-23to publish the paper. Through this action, the paper
1s elevated to the same high plane as athletios, while
the etaff can -work in comparative modesty and seolusion, but none-the-less vigorously tor the welfare of
good oldWlndsor High. The athletes the~selves come
in for a large share--many times too large a share-ot this newspaper sponsorship of good feeling and
good citizenship. 1120
_
However this may be, it the paper is finanoed through the
school

b~dget,

it beoomes a truly educative factor; for it

can no longer be dominated by tne interests of a
minority of students, but

mus~

st~ong

cater to the needs and inter-

ests of the whole group.
Subscription may be another means of
pa.per, but seldom, if

ever,~·1s

f~nancing

the school

it suffioient to :furnish the

necessary funds and may work against the democracy of the
sohool--slnce all students may not be able to purchase the
paper.

The same complaint may be registered against the

student body fee and lneidentally

agalns~

financing the

school paper through the student-body 'fee.
Willia.m McKinley sta.tes:
-"The time is near at hand wh~n the following
questions must be answered and a new solution worked
out: should all the students in the s~condary schools
pay a'smallfee to support the extra-curricular activities whioh are now in reality curricular? Or should a
small percentage of students pay a large fee-to support
extra-ourricular activities that benefit all students
d1rectly or indirectly? Or should sohool taxes be
raised suff1ciently to support the extra-curricular
activities.whieh are apparently so 11tal to the complete development of the student. tl2
20.
21.

Cross and Carney, 22.o1t. p. 313.
.
William :McKinley, !t.!Q.-should Finance Extra-'Curr1cular
Aotivitles? Modesto College, Modesto, California.
September 1941, pp, 7-8.
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Miss Gillespie's survey shows 38.2 per.cent are finanoed
by-

advertising; 32.5 percent are finanoed by subsoription;
-

-

and 29 percent are divided among school board subsidies,
activ1ty tiokets, benefits, tees, and revenue trom conoessions. 22
The average journalism text assumes, however, that the
newspaper will be finanoed through advertising and subscription and rightfully includes chapters on these phases.
Fretwell, in 1927, says I.~ "There may be some

ot a subsidy

~n

~al

need

the early stages of the development of the

paper, but, a.s a rule, the paper should be-absolutely self
,supporting. u23
Otto and Marye, in 1934, are a little less positive:
"While nodefinlte answer oan be given to the
question whether or not a sc~ool paper should pay
for Itse~f, the following point 1s oertain: If the
sohool appropriates money to assist the paper, the
defin1te appropriation should be made before the
- sohool year starts, so that the business staff can
know exactly the funds they have. Then they can
prepare a detailed" budget tor the year and make
clear to all staff members the neoess1ty for keeping
expenditures within that budget. -

nIt 1s very bad training for a business staft
to work with the understanding that their suocess
or failure is immaterial because the school will pay
the defic1t at the end of the year. If there is to
be assistance trom the sohool or trom other sources,
that assistance should be exactly listed before the
year starts, and the stafr should work on the ironolad business prinoiple that there will be no defioit
at the end of the year. n24 _
22.
23.
24.

_Mary A. G11lespie, Q2.~.
E. K. Fretwell, QQ.~. p. 112.
Otto and ].~a.rye, .Q:Q. • .Qll. p. 340.

-25Fretwell presents another point which cannot be ignored
in any dls·cusslon of' school newspaper finance.

He sa.ys:

"Advertising in the school paper has been considered by some business men to be an act of charity.
Some solicitors advertising for school papers have
sold space instead of service and have based theIr
sales talks on 'Loyalty I to the school. A.dvertising
must be on a sound business basis. The school that
sends, or permits, pupils to 'beg' for advertising
1n its publications is alienating business men,
lowering its own dignIty, and destroying the selfrespect of its 'beggars'."25
Thirteenth. Fourteenth, Fifteenth.

~

Sixteenth Principles

Beaause it makes a definite educational contribution
to the school,

b~cause

it meets a definite student, sohool,

and communIty· need, the school paper should at least be
underwritten by the _board ot education.

The board

~t

pub-

lications should determine the kind of publication, the
frequency of issuance, and the size of paper to be issued.
However the paper 1s finanoed, a budget
and that amount of money obtained.
b~
'.

·1:

shoul~

be planned

Any advertis1ng should

strictly a business transaetlon according to established

rates, and effort should be put forth to give thebuslness

I!

man his money's worth.

These funds should be audited regu-

larly acoording to good bUsiness practice.
When, then, should the school newspa.per contain, and
in what· proportions?

What the paper contained will be governed

largely by the philosophy of the advisory staff.

If it is

regarded as" an outlet for the English department, essay,
short story, poetry and lesson material may dominate the paper.

25.E. K. Fretwell, .QR.clt. p. 112.

-26If, on the other hand, it is published tor student oonsumption only and they are given what they like best, it may run
to sports, sooiety, and trivialities.
The posltlQn of the material, the amount of apace allotted and the heading used will all reflect the general point
of view of the adviser and staff.
Martin complains that secondary school newspapers are
imItative ot commercial journals, contain too much triviality
and go in for "hokum", and place too much emphasis on athlet1c~.

He blames teaohers ot journalism, faoulty advisers,

the general level of high school administration and the low
tone or Amerioan society.

The purpose ot these secondary

school publIcations, he 'says, is not to boost schools and
not to train journalists, but rather to afford a writing
outlet, to give news of school events, to build school morale,
and to make for school so11darlty.26
, McKown warns:
"Care must be taken not to overemphasize any
one department. Athletics espeo1al1y 1s likely to
be overemphas1zed •••••• The newspaper 1s not the
laboratory ot the English department. It may,
however, be the laboratory of the department of
journalism. 1127.
.
He concedes, however, that short stories, poems end other
literary material may be used spar1ngly.

But the main pur-

pose of the school newspaper, .&ccording to MoKown, Js to

pr1nt the news.
Humor may be used principally for a f1ller.

Another

author has suggested a special page in the paper to be
26.

27.

Lawrence It!art1n, "The Sohool Paper. II
18:499-501. July 1929.
McKown, Q2.£1!. p. 333.

The English Journal

-27devoted to literary ventures.
Fretwell says:
tithe newspaper can a.nd in ma.ny schools does expres·s the aOhievement, the life, the joy, the
enthusiasm, and idealism of the school, not by a
d1rect preachment on these subjects, but by a
clear account-of the manifestations of these
qualities. To capture the temporary interest ot
a low grade of intelligence by accounts of physicalor emotional violenoe is oomparatively easy.
However, this is no~ the field of the school newspaper. Here the newspaper in its selection of news
not only guides, but reflects the spirit and quality
of the sohool. Lesson oompositions,' essays, and
short stories will probably kill any school newspaper. The inoreasing ability to be accurate,
brief, and interesting is deserved for all who
contribute to the school paper and these qualities
must be employed in wr1ting news and editorials
on subjects of interest to the whole school or
the newspaper will cease to have either subscribers
or advertlsers. n28

Where the paper is supported by advert1sing, caution

must also be taken to prevent too muoh space in the paper
being devoted to this item.

Otto and Marye s.uggest:

"Average space in high school papers devoted~
to advertising 1s about 21 peroent of the total
space in the papers. As much as 30 percent of
the total space may be given toadvertls1ng without destroying the appearanoe or reading value ot
the paper. Not mare than 35 peroent ahould ever
be used, and it is best to keep between 20 and
25 percent."29
.'

Ruth C. Breiseun olassifies the topics found in 125
sohool newspapers, with the peroentage
eaoh:

or

space allotted

advertisements 25.42 percent; athletics 12.19 per-

cent; editorials 7:80 percent; personals--soclety 7.46
percent; local lnterests--m1scellaneous 5.41 percent;
humor 5.03 peroent;

club~--organlzations.4~96

peroent;

28. Fretwell, QR.~. P. 100.
29. ·Otto and Marya, QR.~. P. 349.
-.
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llterary attempts 4.89 peroent; departments, feature sec: ,t10D' c4. 76percent;~.la.ssn~tes

. 4.12 perceXlt; dramatics

'.411-

',percent; talke-;"programs.-2.95 pereentj" start· 11sts 2.93 percent,; <faculty news 2. 38percentj . oonte,8ts

1~8g:

cartoons-"""piotures. 1.45
notes i.35.percent. 30

music

1.53~percen't;

'peroent;

per~ent;

alumni

Seventeenth Principle
,

-'

--

The· newspaper, then-, should be first and essentially
--

-

,

-

-

-

--.

a newspaper; .it should conoern itself with printing the
-

'.:,

"'-

-~

news ,ot the ent1re achool; it may provide an outlet for.

literary activit1es in a moderate degree, but 1t should be
aimed at (as McKown sara) "What w111 tnterest or conoern
the greatest ~number.·'l

-- .-

30.~th

~

31.~

1i. Studuot the· Content and· lianagement
}: I~~G.J3relseth:,
SOhQS>l Pap.ra...~1ver81:ty otil1Dll
ta ,. 1~25.
eeo

McKown, 2,2.clt. p_.330.

..,~

.

",.}

:.
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OF CRITERIA

The Educational Possibilities of the School Newspaper
1.

The publication should fit the needs of the students,
the school, and the community, and should be the result
of a continuing survey of all three.

2.

The newspaper is the most worthwhile publicat10n for
the school to sponsor.

3.

There are advantages in>both the mimeographed paper and
the printed paper, and local conditions will determine
which is the better paper for the school to publish.

4.

Opportun1ties for w1der participation"

~d

greater educa-

tional values seem to accrue where the paper is part of
the curriculum.

5.

A journalism class in the school assists greatly in
preparing staff personnel and lifts the general tone
of the paper.

6.

The newspaper is peculiarly adapted to correlation with
other departments in the school.

Organization of the School Newspaper Advisorship Staff

7.

The number in the staff organization--managers, editors,
and reporters--will vary according to the size of school,
size of paper, and frequency of publication.

8.

A board of publications to determine the policies and
purposes of all publications and to insure their cooperation and mutual support 'is vital to a good program.

- 9.

The advisor should be trained in the entire field of
journalism and preferably be one who has had experience
in college or community pUblications.

He should be an

-30organ1zer and one whooan cooperate with and 1nspire
people.
10.

The

met~od

ot choosing personnel should insure quall-

tied and capable members and at the same time should
be democratic a.nd make the students feel they have a
partin the school publica.tions program.

It should be

on amer1tbasie and provide for promotions.
11.

Thesouroe of mater1al.for these 'pos1tions ot responsib1lity, other things being equal, should be the journalism class, since these people have had the trainIng

to qual1fy them.
12.

The number of issues per year should be decided by the

board of publications taking into consideration_ the

needs
Financing

of

~

the -students, the school,

_,and

the community.

School Paper

13.- The method of f1nano1ng the-school paper will be determined,by

~he

pointo! view of the school and the a.tti-

tude toward the pub11cation tak-en by the admlnlstrat-lon,
but greater eduoational values ensue if the boa.rd of
educat10n underwrites the funds to finance this aotivity.
14.

A budget should be worked out eaoh year to cover the
costs Qfthe paper and be adhered to

~trlctly.

.

15.

audite~

16.

-

A· system of accountin3 shoul~- be a.dopted and the- books'

according to good business praotices.

If the paper 1s supported by advertising, the advertIsing
should be on a high plane_and etrlqtly on a business
basis.

-31Contents and Coverage

17.

The newspaper should print the news of the school.
Its organization and purpose should insure a complete
coverage of the school.

No one department should be

publicized to the exclusion of any other.

A balance

of news, sports, humor, feature, and editorial should
be maintained.
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PROBLEMS OF THIS-STUDY
With the foregoIng prinoiples, problems, -and sugges-

tions for improvement as a motiva.tor, I have set abo:ut to
-

find out how Utah high schools conduot their school publica-

tions, to see how they compare with What a.uthorities ,consider
a.re good practices and to see how they oompare with the prevailing practioes over

~he

nation, generally.

I- was interes-

ted, also to know how the .size of sohools8,ffected the publications lnUtah sohools, and what trends the newspaper was
tak1ng over the state.

For instanoe. are we going forward

in school journa11sm?

Are other publications crowd1ng the

newspaper out,

or

1s- the newspaper replacIng other pub11oa-_-

tiona?

Are the problems which-confront advisors of news-

papers

over the natIonal, generally, the same problems

which confront advisors in Utah?

And, finally, are the

suggestions for improvement cited bys.uthorlt1es in the

f'ield'a.pp11oable to the sohool newspapers inthls.state?,
All; these questions I have- sought answers for in my--study.

. T,o seoure this information, a. questionnaire (see

Appendix I) was prepa.red and sent

to

and 6 private sohools in the state.

79 public high schools
These were-,ma.11edabout

January 15,1942.

Assuranoe was-given that no names would be divulged or

comparisons
schools.
tar.

~ade

that would in any way _tend to single out

-The study was to be strictly -obJeotive in oharac-.

Over a. period· of about two and one-halt months 72 per-
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DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
Size 9f Schools
Size of school' would seem to affect materially the'

'charaoterot the ~chool paper.-

The size of the paper, the

frequency ot publication, the available talent--atudent and

teacher--and financial support would 'all

be,.depe~dent

greater or lesser degree on the.size of school.

to a.'

Therefore,

one of the purposes of this study 1s to determine to what
extent these factors do atfectthe paper.
In determining .e1'ta otschool, three questions were

asked:

(1) number of grades,. (2)' school. population, and·

(3) number

ot

teachers.

Fifty high· schools responded to quest10n (1)cover1ng .
these three items, three returned: questionnaires with the

: expla~atlon that they we·re too

s~a.·ll

to sponsor a paper.

Of the fifty, .three reported 12 grades; 23 reported 6. grades;

:3 reported 5 grades; 8 reported 1+
. and 2 reported 2 grades.

grades;~l

reported 3 grades;

In percentages, then 46 percent

have 6 grades, 22'percent have 3 grades, 16 peroent have 1+
grades, 6 peroent have 5 gradeS, 6 peroent 12 grades, and 4
peroent have 2· grades.·
Table 1.

C·lasslfloatlon of High Schools according to nUmber

or

grades.

Number of Grades
12 .
6

5

4
:3

'2

Total

Sohools

3

23

:3

Percentage
6
46

6

16

8
l-l-

. 22

50

100

2'

.At-

-35In number of students, 3 schools have less than 99
students; 7 schools have between 100 and 199 students;
have between 200 and 299; 7 ha¥e between 300 a.nd

3~9j

l~

5

have between 400 and 499; 4 have between 500 a.nd 599; :3
have between 600 and 699; 3 have between 700 and 799; 3
,have between 800 and 899; 9 have between 900 and-999j 4

-ha.ve between 1000 and 1800 students.

t>lvld1ngthese sohoo'ls

into ,four groups for the purpose "of eompar.1ng practices in

small, medium small, medium ,large- t:Uld'.large schools, we have

21 schools, or 42, percent,

unde~

300 population; . j have'12

sohools. or 24 peroent, between 300 and 499 populat1on; 13
schools, or 26 'percent, be'tween 500 and 999 popula't1on, and
4 schools, 'or 8 percent, 1000 or over.

Table 2.
Sohools
3

7

11

7

Classifioation of High Schools according to Population.

less_than 99
100-199
200-299

300-399

5

400-499

4
:3

500-599

:3

8
9

4

Schools -Peroentage

No. of Students

600~699

700-799
800-899

small group

21

42

12

24

22

26

under 300

medium small
;00-499
med1um large

500-999

900~999

1000-1800; ...

large
'
1000 and over:

The' number of teachers per school means very

1i~tle

except In- comparison wi,th1nthese four groups mentioned;

-°

0

0

0

>.

-36however, it may mean something in terms of available time
for publication supervision.
I

In the 21 small sohools (schools under 300) only 20
were usedln the tabulation because one prlvateschool indicated several of their teachers taught only part time.

'Of

this group, then, the average echQol has a population ot -

170.1 and 8.2 teachers, or the average teaoher load 1s 21.5
In the medium small group--(300 to 499) I-school

students.

fa11edto report the number of teachers, but, or the 11

sohools remaining, the average population was 368.4

a~d

17.1

teachers per sohool, or an average of 21.55 students per
teacher.

In the medium _large (500 to 999) ,13 sohools report-

ing, the average school populat1on is 659.2 students and 25.5
teaohers per school, or 25.9 students per teacher.

In the

large group. 1000 or over, of the 4 s(lhoolsonly 3 reported
The average school population 1s

. the number of teachers.

1628.3 with ,55.3 teachers, ,or 29.4 students per'teaoher.
Ta.ble 3.

Relative size of 53 High Sehoo1s respondtng to
the questlonnalr~.
.

Size of School

300-499

~.21

-,,-12

13

4

53

43

24

26

8

100

500-999

1000-

Tota.~

: -:.-f..

No. of-Sohools
Studied

Peroent of Total
Average No. of
Grades

6.24

5.0

4.67

_Average

School Population

l

. Average
No. of Teachers

Average

0-299-

.~o-:;,~_

2.75

4.67

176~1

368.4

659.2

. 1628.3

708.0

8.2

17.1

25.5

55.3

26.5

21.5 :

21.55

25.9

-29.4

24.59

Average, No.

Students per Teacher

-37While the smallest number ot students per teacher is
.

.

in the schools under 500, this may not ind1cate that their
teaching load ·1s lighter.

In the smaller school the teacher

will undoubtedly have a greater number'. ot preparations to
make, sinee classes cannot be so conveniently grouped.

It

may. also be necessar.y for the teacher to teaoh through the

However, the.smaller class

day without any free period.

may lighten' the load considerably, and in the case of the

journalism class, or any other. class which sponsors the
paper, ,the smaller number may be more conven1ently:.used than

the larger class.

I shall retez:a to' these tour

g~ups

frequently in this

survey to compare praot1,ces in small, medium small, medlum'

'large and large schools.
Influence 2t Community Newspapers
- My first principle stated that the sohool newspaper
should serve the ~students, the school, and the communIty.

and should be the result of a survey of all three.

Certainly

local newspaper servioe should be taken into eo-nsiderat1on
in. planning a school newspaper •... The· commun1ty adequately
.....

served' by a local newspaper does not look to 'the' school newspaper for l-ooal advertisement.
out adequate service, may be

Whereas, the . community with-

s~rved

by the school very

materially.
Fifty-two schools responded to this question.

T~lrty

one reported a local paper with1n two miles of the sehool •..

Five reported-a paper between 7 and 15 miles of. their schools.·

-38-

Five reported a paper 20 to 50 miles distant.

Four reported

no local paper, but that their schools were performing this
function.

Seven others reported no local paper, but did

not infer that their schools were meeting the situation.

Table 4.

Access to community newspaper.

reporting.

no local paper

Miles trom
School

No. ot
Schools

Firty-two sohools

0-2

7-15

20-50

31

5

5

no local paper

school paper
school paper not
fulfilling need meeting need

4

7

Ciroulation of the 31communlty papers ranges from 300
to 60,OOO--not many schools answered this questlC?n--only 18
out of 52.

Regarding the area" served by the paper, returns

showed a range of one emall community, one oounty, and three
oounties, to an entire region in the case ot the Salt Lake
Tribune.

The cost of subscription to these papers was as

follows:

17 charged $2.00 per year; 5 charged $2.50 per

year; 1, $1.00; "

$5.00; 2, $9.00j and 2 reported 112.00.

the 5, 9, and 12 dollar papers are daily papers, whereas,
the others are, in all probability, weekly editions.
Nature of School Publications
Regard1ng school publications (question III, Appendix)

47 of 56 reporting or submitting paperspubllsh a newspaper;

4 reported a comblnationmagazine and newspaper.
an annual oply.

Two reported

Three schools did not return the qUestionnaire,

but submitted oopies ottheir papers from which some information could be ascertained.
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Table 5.

Number ot Utah schools reporting each type of
school pub11cat1on.

No. of

Schools
in Survey

Sohools·

Percentage

Annua.l

53

37

70

Newspaper

56

47

84

Combination
Newspaper and
Magaz1ne

56 .

4

7

Ha.ndbook

56

11

20

Magazine

56

4

7

Bulletins

56

1

1.8

Yellbooks
or Pep Books

56

2

3.6

No Publ1cation

56

3

5.3

Annual only

56

2

3.6

Schools
Consider1ng

53

Newspaper the
Main Publication

92.4

The newspaper or combination was considered by 92.4
peroent

~helr

main publication.

We may conclude, then, that

the newspaper is the most 1mportant publication in Utah high
sohools.

The annual is also very deeply

intr~nched

in Utah

high schools, wh1le the handboOk 1s not extensively published, as .yeti other publications were so few as to be
inoonsequential.

It is 1nterest1ng to note the predominating ideas in
the names of news,papers.

Fretwell says:

I'The name, a$ Ha.rrington points out. should
be dignified, neat, and informing, and where

-41possible should be assooiated w1th the name of the
sohool or town. It would seem important that this
name should ca.rry some permanent meanlng--should
not be obscured so that students years hence may
not understand its slgnlflcanoe. n

'2

Six of 51 papers... used school oolors. 8 used school
emblems, 18 used the school name either in part, outright,
or woven into the name.
Three clever names, in the author's

Oedar Post,

Ceda~

News, and The

l~catlon,

~

Forcaster, American Fork.

such as Hilltop

Hilltop~.

newspaper qualities:

Lites, Hilltop

Others suggested

such as Buzzer, Live Wire, Oracle,

Oommunity tradition in some cases sug-

gested the_newspaper name:

YI!, and Rattler.

~

Seven

Two Broadcasters, two Clarions,

and two Searchlights were in evidence.

!rouser, Scripta.

are the

City High School; The Murray-Go-Round,

Murray High School, and
schools used

opinlon~

for instance, Tale Twister, Round-

On the-whole the names were Udlgnlfled,

neat, and informing. n
of 51 schools issuing papers, 34 mimeograph them.

One

other indicated some issues were mimeographed •. Not including
this one, then, 66 2/3 percent were mimeographed.
of the 51, or 33 1/3 percent were printed.

Seventeen

Twelve of the

17 used the ioeal press, while 5 ,used the job printer to
publish the1r paper.

Surveyed according to size of school,

19 of 20 small schools (population under 300), 9 percent
mimeograph; 3 of the 13 medium large schools {population

SOO.to 999),-23 percent mimeograph; none of the 4 large
schools (population 1000 or over) mimeograph' their newspapers.
32.

E. K. Fretwell, .Q12.,Q,ll. pp. 107-.108.

-42Table 6.

F1fty-one schools classified according to method
or 'printing.

Small

Medium
Small

Medium
Large

Large

Mimeographed
Papers

19

10

:3

0

Percentage
MimeograPhed

-95

91

23

'0

Printed
Papers

1

1

10

4

Percentage
Printed

5

9

' 7'J

100

No. of
Percent
Schools Based on
Reported All Sohools

34

66 2/3

33-1/3

The reason for this shift toward the mimeographed paper
is, of oourse, obvlous--the cost 1s oonsiderably less,' but

this 1tem will be discussed a little later when the other
elem-ants which a.ffect it-have been considered.

Size: of pa.per,

number of pages, frequency of' publication, and number of
copies per issue all affeet the cost of the paper.

Thedlmenslone of the mimeographed paper were·conflned
.

to

at

~yl1,

which isletter-s1ze, -and

Xhlpty-three of 34 used

sIze.

_.

~

let~er

Bi-\\:>y~·14.".:legaJ;

:,"size.

s1ze, and only 1 used legal

On thepther hand, there was very I1ttleunltormlty

in the dimensions otthe printed papers.

10 x 131 to 16i x 19.

They ranged t'rom

In only 3 instanoes were-there any

uniform1 ty j there were two papers, 11 x 16; two ,. 12 x 16;

and two, 10 x

131.

As to number of pages, 10 of 34 mimeographed papers
reported 8 -pagee.- Three reported an avera.ge-ot 6 pa.ges,
.

a.nd 1 combination

-

newspa.p~r

.

.

and magazine reported30.pages.

......

>' •• - : : . -

~:'ExOl11d'1lgth,;"l l~e pap.~.

.~erage:nUlllbei-otpa.ses. iii. .'
"~: '_~ ,~ '" ~ii :o~:_:othe' ,.tn,ecJgrti~ed papers .~•. 7i .:c~;::.:Ine'~~ttl~ : thl!<:~ one~. :
,the 'a"eraf5e~"would 'be '9' -pages.. ~/~'-.> '-,~'::
<_,~" '
... _ -~.-.

- .-:.--:

tJ'le

_"

~

"

'r-~-_~-'_

-'

, . \ .. -

--"7.:",.:

•.. . ;~>Sixte~~~11pr1nt~

:,

~

co

i

.f

_':_~

-

pape~·. relX'fted ''-Palses ;~l'is81:#.'·
-. -;;,,;;,

'6~~/'repoI't,d ~6 '·'a.e~.a. :'!;f:~et1~tp~r' 'p~~~ent' :c,f ::~the .P'rmte4:·'~t': "
-

~ ..,;:.-.---;.-

~

.

':'~-'

,::- .. ~~.""

'.pap~.ra pr~t, ()I1,~1':4 page.~ on'thlf &ve~Ji,$e~:~ 'llo.ivever:, ,the' '

.

Qh~stmas~~d1tJ.~
.e;:-

-=

1n

.:t--_

":~;ther~pers c~nt&1ri~4' 6 p~e •
•

~

.--_.-;

• •~.::::

~~

_

..~:~, ..~~~~ ,t)1'341111p.ogra~ed ~~e~II~@rt""leeue~' ; , .

.::;~r2Y:~~-;~:\~~~:t~~:~~s~7:~;~,;rryl:;;;k::~1' "
.' .'

.'.~~~1~:,:,2"o~e~'l1aYfl·i~·~,8a~tp'er,~~r.,· ,~e ,larBijstn~er .;: ...

''', .' :<,'ijt'

1.'s~e,,·reportedo,b"

any :,achQol'was' 36::;,,',the ~,:'smalie.t>;number

g·t~r':;e~~~·~·~Y~,.e~.n\Jlll1'.e;l"ot~~8W)~i~r ~l.i'£'~oo~ . .
~i)llb'l~lilng ithe·. 811me6~rapb~ pa.P~·18·· ~:'5 per- ~ar•. ·.
. .. '

.' ·'.f\was

.~

s~.:~

.";

.

J

-44Table

7.

Comparat1ve studY showtng dimensions, number ot
pages, and number of issues_ot m1meographed and
printed papers. Printed.

, '1VI11leographed '

, Dimensions

No. 'of

No. 'otSohools

SIx

11

33

Blx

14

1

Per- .
cent

,

97
--

No. of

ot

No.

Schools

Peroent

Not uniform. ·A fair
compromise would be
lot x 14 and 5 columns
I

No. ot Pages

Pages

Sohools

''It

Pages

Sohools'

%

a

10

71.4

4

16

94

6

:3

21.4·

6

_1

6

30

Average No.
ot '$Ses

9

Averag*,.No.
of Pages without tho large
one

7i

No. of Issues
per Year
Issues

1 _-

7

,4 plus

Schools

"'C,

~

Issues

Schools

'%

9

13

45

9

'8

50

18

12

41

6

-3

18.7

6

2

7

12

2

12.5

7

18

2

12.5

,-

.'II -

4
Average No.
of Issues per
Year

1~.5

--

2

100

10.5

100

-45Table 8.

Average nQ~ber of issues per year according to
size of school.
No. of issues per year

Small Schools (under 300)

11.5

Medium Small Schools (300-499)

13.5

Medium Large Schools (500-999)

10.5

Lar,ge Schoo 18 (1000 and over)

9

The number of copies per issue varied, of 'course,
according to the school population; but my principal interest lay in how much the number of copies eiceeded the school
population, which would indicate in some way the number ot
exchanges with other schools and whether or not the entire
school received the paper.
Fourteen of 48 schools reporting--nearly 30 percent-printed fewer copies than they reported school population.
These deficiencies ranged from a few less to only one-fourth
enough in the case of one school.
reported exactly enough.

Eight, or 16t percent,

Twenty-six--54 percent--reported

excess copies, ranging from 10 surplus copies to 1230.
Apparently, then 46.5 percent of the 48 schools allowed for
little or no exchanges with other schools, and nearly 30
percent did not figure on distributing copies to the entire
school.

Failure to conduct an exchange system overlooks an

opportunity for improvement by comparison and suggestion,
while to exclude members of the student body from participation in the newspaper activity violates a principle of
democracy in our schools.

-46Table 9.

Number of copies printed aocording to populatIon.

Total
Schools
Reporting

Percent

14

48

30

8

48

16j-

26

48

'54

No. of

Schools

Fewer Copies
tha.n Student
Enrollment

Exactly Enough
Cop1es to Cover
Enrollment
Excess Copies

Cost of the School Newspaper

To determine the average cost per issue, I multiplied
the number of copies by the average number of pages and

divided this product into the cost per issue to determine
the eost per page.

Figuring first the mImeographed papers,

the average cost per page would be $0.002444; multiplied by

8, which was the average number of pages per copy, this

would bring the average cost per copy to $0.0195.

There

were wide discrepancies betwee:n the reports made on the

cost per issue,but by checking the average cost above a.gainst

rather an aocurate estimate of Weber High School's publioation. which on an 8 page basis was $0.0176 per copy. I found
rather a close correlation.
Sinoe the average printed paper is four pages, I multi-

plied this number by the average-number of copies reported
by each school and divided this product into the total cost
per Issue to find the cost per page.

I then averaged these

to find the average cost per page of all the printed papers.
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-49Table 11.

School columns 1n the community,newspaper.

Schools
Answering
Questionnaire

51

Schools
Submitting

41

Amount

Total

News

1 Column' ,,,,Column

Space

i

of News

'41 "

No. of
Schools,
, Frequency ot
Appearance

10 "

Weekly

41

No. of
Schools'

Not

a.s
ReportNeeded ing

Column

IJ

"5

Daily Alternately' Intermittently

28

, 10

1

Nature of the Supervis10n
Since our principles recommended a board of publioation
to supervise all pub11oations,
m1ne how

nearl~

an

effort' Was made to deter-

Utah high sahool papers approached the ideal.

Ten sohoolsreported such aboard.

Four reported their prln-

.

,

" eipals as -supervisors, while. 32 ,stated the

responsibi_~it1,

tor 'publlcatlonrested-w1th other persons or -groups~ " or.'
.::

.'

these 32, , reported the English department, 26 reported

advisor and starr, or advisor

6

a~d

the journa.lism class a.nd teacher.

editors, and 3 reported
Only 22 'percent of those

answering this questlonhave a board ot publications to
coordinate the activities of their various publicat1ons.'.

-50Table 12.

Nature of the supervision.

No. or Schoole
Board of Supervis10n

10

Principal as Superv1sor

:4

Other Persons or Groups

32

'A. English

Depart~ent

.Peroent
22

8.1
70

6·.5

3

B. Advisor and Starr
or Advisor a.nd

26

56

Editors

c.

6.5

Journalism Class
and Teacher

Total

46

100

It would seem that the schools with the largest number
of pub11cations would have most need of such a board.

This,

A survey of thell schools having

however, was not the case.

3 or more pub11cations showed only 1 had a board

or

publica-

tions; in 4 schools the pr1ncipal acted assuperv1sor, While
6 reported the advisor and staff, or advisor and ed1tors,
.

.

held this responsibility.
Regardtng the number

or

teacher advisors connect with

the produotion of the paper, no definite.ideal was set.
Supposedly the larger pap¢r, if dependent upon advertisement for support, would need two advlsors--one to ,supervise
prod~ction

of the paper, and

business end of' the paper.

~he

other to look after the

The smaller' Paper, -on the other

hand, might get along with one' advisor, part-lcularly if the
finanoe was handled through the student body or the board

of education.

Two schools in reply to this question named
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,-52which the paper is conduated and the extent to,whioh the
paper attempts to conform to regular newspa.per orga.n1zation.
As was pOinted out in the discussion of principles, the larger
school should be expected to need the more extensive stafr
of editors and reporters (Summary of Principles, No.7.).
Returns from 50 schools showed 46 had an editor 1n eh1ef,

34 had an associate editor. and 12 had one or

~ore

assistant

edltors-,-8 of' these ha.d both assistaht and assooiate editors.

Thirty-nine schools reported a business mana.ger, a.lthough 12
of these had no advertising.

Eleven schools reported an

advertising manager; 10 reported

acircula~lon·manager.

FortY-,three reported a sports ed1tor, and 20 reported an
exohange editor.

Two listed an alumni ed1tor; 18 listed

&.

society editor; 25 had a feature editor, and 25 had 1 or more
art editors.

Twelve schoo-1s l1sted "others" but did not

specify what they consisted of.

In the order in which they

were mentioned most often they are:

editor in ehief, sports

editor, business manager. assooiate editor, feature editor,
art edItor, exchange editor, society editor, assistant ed1tors,
advertis1ng manager, oirou1ation manager.

To determine whether the larger sohoo1s used the larger
staffs, (exclusive of reporters), I figured the average
number of edItors for eaoh group listed.

The average number

of editors for the small schools was 6.1; the average number
for medium small schools was 5.4; for medium large schools;
6.2; and for the large, schools, 5.2 edItors.

-53Again the praotioe does not conform to the theory.

As

in the other activ1ties, the goal in the school newspaper is

to· get the widest participation without letting the result
suffer from inefficiency.
In order to ascertain the extent of part1cipation in
the newspaper, the number of reporters, artists, editors,
typists and business students was sought.

The largest num-

ber of reporters named by any school was . 27: the smallest
nUmber was 4.
reporters.

The average number for all schools was 11

The average number of reporters in the small

schools (under 300) was 9; the

aver~ge

number tor the medium

small group (300 to 499) was 10.2; for the medium large group
(500 to 999) was 13.75; for the large schools (1000 and over)
.the average was 15.
Only 37 sohools reported artists as pa!t of the1r staff .
personnel.

The greatest number of artists was 4; the smatlest

number was. Ii the average

numbe~

1s 1.9 for all schools.

The largest number of editors was 11; the smallest number was 1 with an average for all schools of 3~8.

The over

all average was 3.9.. .The number of ed1 tors corresponds to
the number given under stafr organization.

In the latter

question the small sohools listed an avera.ge of 6.1 editors;·
the medium small schools, 5.4; the medium large sohools, 6.2;
and for the large schools, 5.2.

In ohecking question- VIII,

the small schools listed an average of 3.3

~ditors;

the medium

small sohools, 2.54; the medium large schools, 5.36; and the
large schools, 5.5 ed-ltors.

These disorepancies seem oon-

fusing,but they can probably be-accounted for in that the

-54small and medium small sehools used one person 1n two or more
positions.

Furthermore, nearly 94 percent of the small and

medium small schools mimeograph their paper, and art editors
and

mimeog~aph

operators were included in question VII,

whereas, in question VIII, artists were listed

sep~ately,

and mimeograph operators, 'not be1ng oalled for, were ·probably
listed under some other head1ng, or lett out· altogether.
TYP,lsts ranged from 18 in one school' to 1 in eaoh of :5

sohools.

Because the' schools under 500 mimeograph so exten-

sively, typists should be expeoted to be in' large numbers in
these schools.

A break-down into the 4 groups showed an

average of ,.6 typists for the small schools; 3.8 for the
medium small schools; 4.7, for the medium large sChools, and
2.7 for the large sohools,

Except for 2 schools in the medium

large group--one which listed 10 and the other l8--the average
here was only 2.7. the same as for the large group.

These 2

schools probably changed typists often or used part of a type
cla.ss.
The business statf ranged from 7 in one school· to l:in
each of 14 schools, with an average ot 2.2.
necessary to break

the~e

It hardly seemed

figures down into groups of schools.

However, an average for all participants in eaoh group is
important to this study since it will show

whe~her

the small

schools or larger schools have the larger proportion of
participants.
The average number of partiCipants in the small sahools
was_l~; in the'medium emall school's the average was 19; in the

medium large schools, the average was 26.3; in the large schools,
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-56Table 14.

Staff personnel of fifty schools
No. of Schools

Editor in Chief
Sports Editor
Business Manager
Associate EdItor
Feature Editor
Art Editors
Exchange Editor
Society Ed! tor
Assistant Editor
Others
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Alumni Editor

46
43
39

34

25
25
20

18

12 .

12
11

10
2.

Average number of editors according to size of school
Small

Medium
Small

Medium

Average No.
of Editors

6.1

5.4

6.2

Average No.
of Reporters

9

Average No.
of Artists

not broken down

Average No.
of Typists

3.6

Average No.'

Large

13.75

10.2

Large

Over all
Average

5.2

5.7

15

1.9 .

4.7

3.8

2.7

. not broken down

18

of Participants

Average
Percentage of
Participation

10

19
5.3

3.7
2.2

of Business
Staff
Average No.

12

26.3
4

28

1.9

22.8

5.3

-57Method ot Obtaining Stafr
In an effort to determine the methods employed in Utah
high schools in obtaining the newspaper staff, question
number IX was worded to cover the usual

methods-~popular

·electlon,O election by classes (seniors filling the more
important posit1ons and juniors ·the positions of lesser
importance), apPointment by board of publications, sponsor

or others, merit system (i.e. writing test or average graderequlremen~s)

were all inoluded in the questionnaire.

there was little uniformity in the answers turned in.

However,
There

were almost as many dltfer.ent ways of seleoting the staff a.s
there were schools.

Nearly all of the 48 schools qualified

their answers on the qUestionnaire.

The journalism class

furnished the main part of the statf in five schools.

In 7

schools, the student counoil played a prominent part either

by nominating the staff-or by approving the members. - Tryouts in the form of writing tests were reported 10.4 schools,
and a

"a" grade average was required in 2 schools. -In two

other schools students were required. to make applications.
However qualified, popular election, election by classes,

and apPointment comprised the means of selecting the staff.
Although the details of conducting the eleation varied-usually in the group who approved the c:andldates--16 ot the

48 schools reporting on this question elected the.editors,

or, .in some cases, all except the reporters.

In most oases

some groups--either the journalism class, the student counoil,
- -the faculty, the board of publioations, or the advisor-approved thecandldatee before the election.

In 28 schools

-58appointment was the means of selecting the staff.

Here again

the method of appolntmeni and the details were ,qualified.

In

aomecaaes the appOintments were made by student counoil
from a. recommended list, in others, the advisor appointed,

and in atill others, the ed1tor was named by the advisor and

In 4 ot

the former appointed the remainder of the staff.

48- schools, 'eleotion by
0

the prinoipa.ls, and

hom~

~lasses

the

--

was the means of seleotirig

rooms elected reporters.-

Qualifioations of Advisors
In-43 ot.41 schools reporting, the newspaper advisor

,1s an Engllsh teaoher.

Thirty-three, of these 43. 76.7 perTen, or 23

cent, -have __had college training in journal1sm.

percent, have had experience Inthelr community papers, and
9 have had other experiences which contribute-_ to their effi-

One of these 9 listedauthorsh1p:' two others listed

ciency.

experienoe on other

hl~!l

scho-ol papers.

a Tribune_ reporter; and-- one was

One was, or had been,

type teacher in addition

~

to his college training in journa.lism.

Nine advlsore--19

peroent--have .had no-train1ng-or previous,experience in-.

-

-.

newspa.per work.

-

This:means, of oOUrse, that 38 or 81 per-

cent of Utah high school newspaperadvlsors have had either
college training or previous experienoe.in Journalism.
-

.

-59Table 15.

Qualifioations of advisors.
No. of Advisors Total Adyisors Percent

Advisor 1s an
English Teaoher
.*
College Tra.ining
in Journalism

43

47

91

33',

47

70

Experience on
Community Pa.per

10

47·

21

Other Contributing
Experience

,9

47

19

9

47

19

Advisors having
no Experienoe or
Training

Extra-Curricular 2r Curricular
In the beginning of this study oonsiderable was said
about the publioation of the newspaper as an

extra~currlcu

lar activity, and integration with other classes in sehool.
Since there is considerable variety of opinion as to what
constitutes ourricular and extra-currioular, it was thought
unwise to ask the

questi~n

.

outright.

Therefore, I inquired

whether the publication grew out of the journalism class,
the English class, other olasses, or if it were developed
independent of classes.
thl~

group of quest1ons.

Forty:--~ight

schools answered on

Twenty-six checked only 1 of the 4;

whereas 22 cheCked more than 1.

Twenty schools indicated

the1r paper grew out of the journalism classesj 17 indicated
it did not grow'out of the journalism classes, while in 3
it grew partly out of the journalism classes.

Th1rteen

sohools stated it was an outgrowth of the English olasses;

-60in 8 it was partly an outgrowth of the

Engll~h

classes,

ana

in 6 it was not a part of the English department.f.bree
schools indicated the paper was an outgrowth of other olasses.
Eleven

maln~ained

the publioation 1ndependently of classes;

15 ,claimed it only partlylndependent and pa.rtly an outgrowth
. of classes.

If we may assume that those sohools which developed
their paper

as

an outgrowth of classes maintain 1t on a
,

.

curricular basis, and those which develop it 1ndependently
~r classes maintain 1t~6n an'extra-~urrlcular basis, then,
22 sohools out 01'48,

or

46 percent, conduct their paper as

a eur~lcular activity .Eleven~. or 23· percent, oonduct 1t as

an extra-curricular activity, while 15, or 31 percent, oonduct it partly'as extra-ourricular and. partly as curricular•
. . Tablel6.

~.
~.

{

I'!c

!
-'!.I

Ourricular or extra-currioular stat,us of the

newspaper.

Schools·glvlngpaper
Curricular Status

22

46%

S.chools giv1ng.Paper
Extra-Currioular Status

11

231'

Schools g1vlngPaper
Partly Currioular Statue

,15'

31%

Total

··.-100%

46

Financing the Paper
Advertising, student subscrIption,' student, body funds,
-

-

,

. - . . - .

:and board of education grants are the prinolpaf means of
, fIna.ncing school papers.

th.1s

question~

Forty-nine schools

re~ponded

to

. Two supported, their paper.by advertising

-{

-61entirely, while 25 supported their paper 1n part by advertising.

None of the schools supported their paper entirely

by student

subserlption~

but 5 used this means to 'help support

their papers.- Student funds furnished the means for financing

the paper 1n

sidy.

~7

schools, while 23 used this means as a sub-

Boards of education furnished the entire support in

2 schools and subsidized the paper ,ln 6 other sohools.

Dances,

entertainments, and alumni subsidy furnished part of the
funds in 3 other schools.
Thirty-four and seven-tenths percent use student
funds entirely, while 47 percent use it to subsidize their

papers.

Only 4 percent of the,newspapers 1n the sta.te are

supported by boards of education, and only 12 peroent received
partial assistance from this souroe.
Table 17.

How the newspaper is financed in forty-nine schools.
_No. of

Method of Financing

Schools'

Advertising
Student Subscription
Studentbody Funds
Board of Education Grant
Dances, Alumni Subsidies, e~a.
Partly by Advertising
Partly by Student Subsoription
Partly Studentbo~y Funds
Partly by Board of Eduoation
Partly by Dances and A1~nl

2

o

17
2

o

25

5

23
6

3

Percent of
Schools,- - ~:4 -,- ,

o

34.7
- 4-

o
51
10

47

12

§.

Seventeen of 36 schools reported the business men in
their commun1ties considered the-advertising they did in the
school newspaper char1ty.

Eleven communities oonsidered

this advertising a benefit, ,while 8 sohools reported some

-62business men considered it a benefit and others looked upon
it as charity.

Forty-seven percent of the communities, then,

considered the advertising in the school newspaper charity;
30 percent considered it a benefit to their businesses, and
in 8 percent of· the communities some business men considered
the money they spent to a.dvertise in the

sc~ool

paper a gift

of charity while others looked upon it as a business proporltlon and a benefit.
Efforts !Q. !!!!It! AdvertiSing Worthwhile
In order to determine the attitude of the schools toward
the advertiSing they solicit for their papers, a question:
What efforts are put forth to make advertising worthwhile?
was asked and followed by three suggestions and one open
suggestion.

·(question XIV, Appendix 1).

Twenty-eight schools

responded--the same 28 who listed advertiSing as part or all
of their source of revenue.

Eighteen

assert~d

that their

staffs wrote attractive ads for the business men· who
tlzed in their paper.
always.

adve~

Eight wrote them sometimes, but not

Two pr1nted the ads that were handed them by the

business men regardless of theirqua11ty.,

In 6 schools

Buy-from-firms-which-support-your-school-paper oampaigns
were conducted to encourage (or may w~ say to frighten?)
business men into buying advert1sing spaoe.

Three acknow-

ledged they used this method at times; two other sohools
reported that they used other methods but d1dn t t specify what
they were.

About 64 percent make an effort to make their

advertislng- worthwhile; an additional 30 percent do make some

. -63effort to be of service to their advertisers, while only

7 percent allow the1r advertising to go in without making
it over.

Thirty-two peroent·conducted campaigns regularly

or irregularly to encourage their students to buy from the
bUsiness men who

boug~t

advertis1ng space.

Journalism Training
Twenty~three schools
c-lasses~

ot 49 reportmghs.ve Journalism
.

-

-

.

" 'Theh1ghest--percen.t-age ·ot studentstaitlng journalism

'. tr-om any school was 35. peresilti.-'the lowest percentage was 2

percent.

The average percentage ot students takingjournallsm

is 7.73 percent ot the entire school population.

down into groups, the percentage ot schools
having journalism classes 1s as follows:

,

~n

Broken

eaoh group

in the small schools,

30 percent have journalism olasses; in the medium small group,

I

I

37 percent; in the medium large grouP. 77 peroent, and in the
large schools, 75 percent have journalism classes.

,La~k

ot

. teaohers and a full l?rogram lIlay, ac-eount fQr fewerolassea
-1nthe sma11 andmed.1um'emsll
_.

s~hools.
-

.

·In :27 schools ,newspaper apprt?cla tlon--learnlng

.

to

read and understand the newspaper--ls a part or the English
program; four other schools.reported some appreciation was
taught. while 14 schools Indicated there was no such"plaoe
in their English program.

Sixty peroent of the schools

reporting make provision fo·r teaching the use of the news-

paper.

Twenty-two of these schools reserved a place in their
.

.

.

regular English program-for-newspaper writing; 5 others made
some provision for ,.thletrainlng, While 18 made no sueh pro-
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Table 18.

Showing provls1onfor jourrialism tra.ining.

Highest

% Lowest % Average

Medium

Medium

Percentage of Students

Taking Journalism

~ Small

Sma.ll

Percentage of
Schools HaVing
- Journalism .Classes

Lame

_30%

Larie~

77%

Percenta.ge of Schools-Teaching
Newspaper AppreciatioIi in
English ~rogram
-

;

.

Perc'entage ot Schools TeachiriS
Newspaper Writing ,in English
Program
Membership in Frofessional
Organ1za.tion
Entered

Paper"~

15.5%
3~~

Contests·

73.'%-

Attended Joumalism Conferences

IS%

-Study Groups

Question XIX attempted to fihd out how

~oomplete1y

.

departments' in the

s~ehool

were covered.

-

.all

~

Forty-five schools

responded, 39 of which listed class reporters; 10 listed

homeroom
reporte~s;

report~ers;

37, club - ~reporters; 21;, department

34, activities· reporters;

reporters; and 16, office
-

~reporters.

22~#-

studentcouncl1

- Four other schools

I

reI?orted all phases of school covered, but d1d not- indioa.te
which of the ~bove 'were ,espeoially covered.
({

-

,

.

--'

. these schoolsdld not

r~port

-

However, because
-

regular reporters, for these

.

~

.' Pllases '-of

,

~ehoo 1

. ~~ not covered.

life ,may not,necessarl1y mean they are

-

-66In only two schools was cred1t allowed aside from the
journalism class. '
Trends in

~

Newspaper

In an effort to determine what trends the newspaper was
taking, question XXI ,called for proposed or recent changes.
Five sUb-questions attempted to find out what expansions of
the paper had been made
future.

r~cently

or were proposed in the near

Forty-five schools responded to these questions.

Thirteen schools planned to add more pages to their paper.
Five proposed larger dimensions; fifteen prOposed more issues
per year.

Twelve looked forward to an increased circulation

while six anticipated other changes of an expansive nature.
On the other hand some schools proposed or had reoently
undertaken changes of a contractive nature.

Five schools

anticipated fewer page's; one, smaller dimensions, while five
proposed fewer issues.

Two schools expected a smaller oircu-

lation, whereas, one proposed other changes toward contraotion.
These answers would,indicate that, on the whole, the school
newspaper is expanding over the state.

Fifty-one proposals

for expanding the paper as compared to 14 proposals to oontract
the paper in one way or another.
F1fteen schools have recently changed, or propose soon
to change, their method of production from printing to mimeographing, while 4 propose to change from mimeographing to
printing.

Fourteen schools are going to inaugurate, or have

recently inaugurated, journalism classes, While 10 antio1pate
affiliation with national_or state associations.

Twelve
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-68Table 19.

Trendsln the newspaper.
No. of

Proposals

Schools

Total
Schools

Percentage

13

45

29

5

45

11

More Issues per Year

15

45

. 33

Increased Circulation

12

-45'

26.7

6

45

13.3

11-

Add more pages
Larger Dimensions

Other Expansive Changes
Total Expansions

51

Fewer Pages

5

45

Smaller Dimensions

1

45'

Fewer Issues

5

45

Smaller Circulation-

2

45

4.4

Other Contractive Changes

1

45

2.2

Total Contractions

2.2

11

14

Other Changes Recent or Proposed
From printed to mlm,eographed

15

45

From mimeographed to printed

4

45

Inaugurating Journalism Classes

14

45

31

Affilia.tion with National or
State Associations

10

45

22.3

Attend Conferences hot before
Attended

12

45

2~.7

Study Club

1

45

2.2

More Careful Election of Editors

1

45

2.2

Tryouts for Staff Positions

1

45

2.2

A Mid-Year Class in Journalism

1

45

2.2

33

8.8

-69In my discussion of principles, I-quoted at some length
the problems listed by supervisors of school papers.

Those

problems and others of my own making were included in question XXII.

The 'answers to these questions would- ln4fcate

'the teelingot the advisors with regard to the adequacy ot
their school situation in

t~ese

problems of'the

newspape~.

-Thirty-three regarded their student partioipation a.dequate,
while 15 deemed it inadequate. -Forty-two thought that the
feeling ot freedom on the part

or

students to write was

adequate; 7 thought this feeling of freedom -1nadequate.
Th1rty:telt that their 1ntegration with the Engl.1sh depart-

ment was adequate; 16 thought not.

their integration with the

thought it inadequate.

Twenty-four conside_red

jo~allsm

classes adequate; 21

Experienced supervision was thought

adequate by 35 sohools; 10 felt their 'supervision, was 1nade-,
quate.

Tra1ned

Buper~lsio~

was

a~e~uate

in 30 schools while

15 felt they were handicapped by lack ot trained supervision.

Thirty-rive considered the support on the part of the students
a.da.qua.te, while 12 considered this support inadequate.
Thirty-two-reported adequate irithe matter of' faculty support,
--

11 considered their faculty support below par.
Nineteen rated their

p~per

adequate aocord1ng to their

understanding 'of the standards of journalism; 10 rated their
paper below standard.

(Quite a number hesitated to say what

they :felt on this question.)

Eoonomio. support was deemed

adequate by 28 schools, while 17 considered in inadequate.
Facilities for publishing the paper were oonsidered ade-
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-71Table 20.

Frequency of occurences ot problems of advisors
in Utah high schools.
Adeauate

Inadequate

1. Student Participation

33

15

2. Feeling of Freedom on the
part of Students to Write

42

7

30

16

24

21

.5. Integration with Other
Departments

20

23

6. Experienoes Supervision

35

10

7. Trained Supervision

30.

15

8. Support on part ot Students

35

12

9. Faoulty Support

32

11

10. Self-Rating of paper
According to Standards
of Journalism

19

10

11. Economic Support

28

17

23

23

41

3

14. Free Time for Advlsorshlp

20

28

15. Free T1me Allowed Staff

18

30

Total Answers

430

241

Problem

3. Integration with English
Department

4. Integration with Journalism
Classes

12. Facilities for Publishing

Paper

13. Freedom from Outside
Interference

-72The total answers
430 to 241.

we~e

well on the side

~f

adequate--

The grea.test inadequacies came in integrating

the ne,wspaper with English, journallsm t and other classes;
also in eoonomio support, facil1ties tor pub11cation, and
free sohool time allowed for advisor and staff.
,~

Typical HiSh School Newspaper
The typical high school in Utah has a populat10n less

than 500 and has an a.verage'teaoher load of 21.5 students.
Its community is served with a local paper within two miles
of the school.

This paper is published

~eekly

and aosts

$2.00 per year.

The typical school publishes a. newspaper and an annual.
This newspaper is mimeographed, and appears 12 times per
year, and consists of 8 pages.

Enough coples are printed

to furnish the students, with a very few excess
allow tor exchanges.

cop~es

to

Th1s paper costs a little less than

two oents per copy and is paid for largely through student
funds with (the remainder oolleoted· from advertising.

This paper is supervised by an English teacher who has
had college training in journalism.

It has a staff oonsist-

ing of an editor, an associate ed1tor, a business manager, a
sporta editor, a feature editor, an exchange ed1tor and an

art editor.
In addit1on, the average paper has 11 reporters and 3

or 4 typ1sts.

Nearly 8 peroent of the school populat10n

in this typical school participate in the production oltha
school paper.

The stafr for this typical paper 1s appointed

-73by the advisor and the student oouncil from a recommended or

volunteer list.

The typical school has a journalism class or

glv~s

some plaoe for the teach1ng of newspaper writing and read1ng
in the English program.

This stafr attends Journalism con-

ferences or conducts study clubs in an effort to improve
its publication •. Class reporters, alub reporters, department reporters, aotivities reporters, and student council
reporters. make a. coverage of the school.

Ored! t Is' not al~ .-

lowed for work on the school paper other than in English or
Journalism classes.
The typical newspaper staff plans to expand its paper
in one way or another, either by way of adding. more pages,
more issues per year, or an inoreased c1rculat1on. . The
ohief problems of this staff are facilities sufficient to
publish the paper, free time for the advisor and staff, and
integration with the journalism class and other departments
in the sohool.

-74CONCLUSIONS

Opinions gathered from the writings of several persons
. competent to make pronouncements on the subject have yielded
several guiding principles with regard to polioies and practices 1n the publication of high school papers.

These prin-

ciples, if viewed as tentative and flexible, may serve as
criteria in terms of Which current practices may be evaluated.
General characteristics of policy on whioh authorities
are in accord· are:

f1exib1lity 1n policy and practices

sufficient to adapt to variation in sohool population and
community interests, wide student partiCipation, articulation
with school curriculum and activities, trained leadership,
selection of participants on the baslsof merits, democraoy
in policy determinatIon, sound bUsiness practices in financing the proJeot, oontent of the paper broad enough in soope
to cover all phases of school activity.
A oomparison of practioes in publication of school papers
."

in the high schools of Utah with thes·e cr1 teria indicate

several areas in which conformity 1s very close:
1. A review of the literature in the field of high
sohool journalism has shown that there is sufficient agreement among authorities to justify a set
of criteria.
2. The newspaper is the most important publioation in
91 percent of the schools.

3. In method of printing, size of paper, number of
pages, and frequenoy of publication the sohool

-75';'.

newspapers ot Utah showed wide variations in

har~

mony with variation in size and type of hlghschools.
Generally speaking, the high school paper meets
.'

the needs or the students and the school.

>-oj-

4.

Sta~f

personnel and advisors seem adequate to meet

the needs

5.

or

th~lr

pa.pers,.·

In form and appearanee,.ln freedom from errors,
the printed papers were better than the general

run

of the mlmeo graph ed papers.
6.

There 1s greater prevalence of printed papers in.

medium size and larger

schools.

Mimeographed

. papers predominate in smal+er schools. -

7.

Popular eleotion of editorial stafr with advisors'

and; in some cases, stUdent council approval gave
the students ot the Whole school a feeilng of

belonging.

S.

The advisors in 81 percent of the schools were
trained for their jol?s .e1ther by way of experience
or college train1ng or. both.

9.

Curriculum status was given the· 'publica.tion in
the majority of schools.

10.

In spite of the faot tha.t 48 peroent .of the communities oonsider it charity, advertIs1ng 1s used
entirely or in part to support S1 percent of the
. school newspapers.

11.. Ninety-tour percent ot schools whioh advertise'
make some etfor-t to glve.the1r customers.their
money's worth.

-7.612.

Training in journalism receives some attention
in most of the schools, but journalism is being
taught more ,consistently in the larger sohools.

13.

Reported practice and a perusal of the papers

indicate in almost all cases rather a oomplete
coverage of the sohool and a balance of news.
14.

In nearly all schools, efforts are being made to
improve the publioation.

15.

The trend in the school newspaper is, on the whole,
forward.

Sohools have an interest 1n improving

their publication.
Areas in which Utah high schools are muoh less 1n accord
with the established criteria are:

1.

Only 22 pero'ent of the schools had a board' of
publications.

2.

Boards of education support or underwrite the
sohool paper in only 16 peroent of the sohools.

3.

There areevldences of lack of goodbuslness practice in handling the finances of the school newspaper, pr1no1pally 1n auditing and budgeting.

4.

Less than 50 percent of tne schools 1n Utah have

journalism olasses.

-77APPENDIX I

- PRACTICES AND EVALUATIONS OF THE UTAH HIGH SCHOOLS WITH RESPECT TO
THEIR PUBLICATIONS

Q,UEST IONNAlRE
School_o_____________________
I.

Date____________

Fill in the following information relative to the size of
your school: .
A.
B.

C.

Number of gra.~es________
School populatlono____________
Number of teachers

-------

II. Answer the follow1ng questions concerning your local
newspaper:
A. Where is it published?____~--~~
B. How far distant from your sohool? ____________
C. Giveclrculatlon (if poealble)~_ _ _ _ _ __
D. How wide an area does it serve? ______________
E. Cost of subsor1p~lon.--__---------------------III. Check a.ny of the following publica.tions your school sponsors:
A. - Newspaper______________
B. Handbook _______________
C. Annual__________
D. Ma.gazlne_------~
E. Combination magazine and newspaper______________
F. Others_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IV. What is the nature of your main publloation? ____________
A.

Newspaper_ _ _ _ _ __

B.

Magazlne _ _""""-_ _~-

Oombination ma.ga.zine and newspaper_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(If your publication resembles either of the above, answer
the following questions about it:)
1. Wbatis the name of your paper? ________~_______
2. What are the dlmenslons? ____________------------3. How
How many
~~~~~--------------------4.
often pages?
Is it__published?
______________
5. .How is it printed? ______________________________
8. Mlmeograph.______________~
b. SChool's P~lnting press~o'
o. Local News paper press _ _
d. Job prlnter____----------e. If not, where? ____________
6. How many copies are printed per 1ssue?__________
7. What is the cost per issue?~-------~--------_
D. School news in connection with the community newspaper.
1. What amount of space is regularly allotted you? _____
a. pages _______________
b. eolumnso_____________
C.

~~
I

°

i

\.
I

~.

°
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How,
of ten does your news appear in the local
paper? __________
a. dally _ _ __
b. weekly______~
c. Intermlttently___________________

V.Answer the following questions ooncerning the history ,of
your publication: "
.
.
A. Age of school (not necessarily meaning age of building)
B.

,t't'

Date of beginning of newspaper.

(Actual or approximate.)

VI. What 1s the nature of th.e Supervislon'1 __________
A. Does the responsibility for the publications rest
1. Wi th the Principa.l'1 (
.
.
)
2. With a Board of Publicatio,ns? (
)
3. With any other.person or group? (
)
B. How many teacher sponsors are oonnected with:
1. Production of paper? _______________
2. Business supervision of paper
.
(If the same sponsor 1s responsible for both production and business supervision, list opposite 'In)

VII. The follow1ng list oontains almost all the possibilities
in a sta.ff orga.nization. Check those offioers that you
have on your staff and list any others. If one person
holds more than one position, check him only once.
Credit
(tor use after item XX)
A. Edltor-ln-chlef'_ _ _ _ _ _ __

<{.
I

B. Associate editor________________
C. Assistant edltors _______________
D~
BUsiness manager________________
E. Advertising manager_____________
F. Circulation manager_____________
G. Auditors
H. Sports edltor
__________________
~~-------------------I. Exchange ed1tor_________________
J. Alumni editor__________
K. SOCiety editor_________________
L. Feature edltor__________________
1[. Art edt tor
--~-----------------N. Others

--------------------------

VIII. Indioate the approximate number of students participating.
A. Reporters ____________________
B. Artlsts ______________________
C. Edltors_____________________
D. Typists,____________-------E. Buslness_____________________

\

-79IX.

Which of the' following methods are employed in obtaining
staff members:
.
A.Popular electlon? __~___________
B. Election by classes? __________~
(l.e. the most important positions to Seniors, next
most important to Juniors, etc.)
O. Appointment
B. By Board of Publications' __-------b. By sponsor or other group? __________
D.
~----__----------------E. Wr1t1ng
Descr1be test?
any __
other
method,___________________________

x.

What qualifioations does the production faculty advisor
possess?
A. Is he a. member of "the English faculty?~_~_ _ __
B. Has he ha.d Journalistic training in college?_--C. Has he had experience on community newspaper' _______
D. State any other experience which he possessess,______

XI.

To what extent 1s your paper an outgrowth of classwork?
A. Does 1t grow out of the journalism classes?_________
B. Does it grow out of the English olasses? ____________
C. Does it grow out of other elasses? __------~-------D. Is it developed independently of class work'________

XII. Whioh of the following methods do you employ to finance
your publ1cation:
A. Advert1sing? ________~-----B. Student subsoriptlon' _ _ __
C. Student body funds? ____- D.
Board ____________________
of EdUcation grant? ____
E. Other?
__
XIII. Vihat is the attitude of your community In'general toward
purchasing advertising?
A. Do they consider it charity?~--____--B. Do they consider it a benefit?~.c_________
XIV. What efforts are put forth to m~{e this advertising
worthwhile:
A. Stafr writes attractive adds? ________~------~--~
B. Company writes add and they are printed regardless? ____
C. . "Buy from those firms which support your paper tf
oampaigns?
~--~-------__---------------------D. Any
other ____
procadure?
______________________________
__

"r

r

1\

xv.

Wha.t peroentage of the students take journaliem?_ _ __

XVI.

Is newspaper appreciation a part of your English program?

XVII. Ie newspaper writing a part of your English

progra.m?~

-80XVIII. What effort is being made to improve your publication?
A. Is your school a member ot any national organization,

such as:

1.

2.
3.

B.

Has
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

C.

3.

XIX.

your publication been entered 1n any contests' _____
State? _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
------~----------

National?

Looal?~-----------------College?~---------------Regional? _________________

6. Others '-.......""!"-"_____. . . . . - - - Has yourstafr attended any conferences for the
tutherance of h1gh school publ1cations?

1.
- 2.

D.

Quill and Scroll?~~~~~__~__~~~~____
Central
Interscholastic Press Association?--Others? ______________________________________
_

-4.
-5.

National? __________________
State? ___________
Local?~--------

Oollege?~-------Regional ?_-:--_~~_ _ __

Any other efforts a.t 1mprovement? _________

To what extent is your publication an expression of the
entire school?
A. Do you have:
1. Home
Class room
reporters?
__~-----------------2.
reporters'
__________________

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Olub reporters?~--~----------------Activities
reporters' _________________
Departmentreporters? ____~----------Student council reporters? ____________
Office
_____________________
repo~tere?

xx.

Are students allowed school credit for work on the
publication? (refer to item VII and indicate whioh
officers receive credit and how much.)

XXI.

Check any of the follow1ng changes you propose making,
or changes you have made recently, in yo~r publioation:
A. Expansion; such as,
1. More pages? __~__~-----------------2. Larger d1mensions?__~--------__--__3. More issues per year' ________________
4. Larger olrculation' __________________
5. Others?_ _--...oo::--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. Contractions; such as,
1.
2.

Fewer
pages?_'~~___~----------------Smaller
dimenslous? __________________

3.

Fewer issues?
Smaller clrcu~l-a~t-i-o-n~?----------------Othere?~____----------------------

4.
5.
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of Print1ng:
M1meograph__________________ __
. 2. PrintIng~_ ____..-------D. Improvements in qua.lity; suohas,
1. Journalism classes?~·__~--~--~
2. Affiliation with natIonal, local, state a.ssoclaC~Method

.1.

~

tlons? ____~__________--~--~~Attend conferences not attended 1n the past?
Others?________ _______________________
Remarks: ____________________--~-----------------------------

3.
4.

~

XXI. Check the praotice of the school lIadequate" or· tt lnadequate tl
as to these aspects;
InadeAdequate quate
A • Participat10n on the' part of the student
•
body?

-(

.

B. Fee11ng of freedom on the part of students·
to write.'
c. Integration with EngliSh Department?
D. Integration with Journalism classes?
.
E. Integration with all departments?
F. Experienced Supervision?
G. Trained Supervision?
H. Support on the part of students?:I. Support on the part of faculty?
J. Support on the part of students?
K. Product1on, adjudged by standards
of journalism? .
L. Business management or.economlc support?
M. Facilities for publication?
N. Freedom from outside interference?
o. Free' school time allowed advisor?
p. Free school time allowed staff?

